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Here we shall examine the network data from term 1 week 4 (download: http://
helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/snort.log).

Investigator Bias
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Investigator Bias
When investigating data it is essential to
ensure that you approach analysing it in a
systematic and methodological manner
The data is innocent until we prove
otherwise!
For example, with keyword searching, be
careful how you choose your keywords!
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Overview
$ md5sum snort.log
86bae21568e41e5e5ae2b5cae28dfeec

snort.log
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If we were truly paranoid, and we had an expectation as to the expected contents of
snort.log, then we could also use hexdump and head to quickly inspect the contents of the
file.

Overview
$ md5sum snort.log
86bae21568e41e5e5ae2b5cae28dfeec

snort.log

$ file snort.log
snort.log: tcpdump capture file (big-endian) - version 2.4 (Ethernet, capture length 1514)
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If we were truly paranoid, and we had an expectation as to the expected contents of
snort.log, then we could also use hexdump and head to quickly inspect the contents of the
file.

Overview
$ md5sum snort.log
86bae21568e41e5e5ae2b5cae28dfeec

snort.log

$ file snort.log
snort.log: tcpdump capture file (big-endian) - version 2.4 (Ethernet, capture length 1514)

$ ls -l snort.log
-rw-r--r-- 1 student student 305658 2011-04-07 10:07 snort.log
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If we were truly paranoid, and we had an expectation as to the expected contents of
snort.log, then we could also use hexdump and head to quickly inspect the contents of the
file.

Overview
$ capinfos snort.log
File name:
File type:
File encapsulation:
Number of packets:
File size:
Data size:
Capture duration:
Start time:
End time:
Data byte rate:
Data bit rate:
Average packet size:
Average packet rate:

snort.log
Wireshark/tcpdump/... - libpcap
Ethernet
3389
305658 bytes
251410 bytes
86360 seconds
Fri Feb 15 00:01:11 2002
Sat Feb 16 00:00:31 2002
2.91 bytes/sec
23.29 bits/sec
74.18 bytes
0.04 packets/sec
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Here, capinfos is part of the command line suite of tools that Wireshark provides (obviously,
the command line will be more powerful than the GUI!).

Snort

$ snort -c /etc/snort/snort.conf -l . -r snort.log
[**] [122:3:0] (portscan) TCP Portsweep [**]
[Priority: 3]
02/15-11:07:40.642140 216.183.12.188 -> 172.16.1.102
PROTO:255 TTL:0 TOS:0x0 ID:14859 IpLen:20 DgmLen:166 DF
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Using just snort, we see that its rule set matches against one collection of packets in
Wireshark. Snort views these packets as matching a TCP port sweep with an SID of 122:3:0.
You can learn more about snort rules using the URL http://snort.org/search (this is
particularly useful if you have the rule SID!).
Obviously, we can also use p0f here to build up a sound estimate on the type of operating
system that both ends of a connection are using.
We’ll tag (in some way or other) the IP address 216.183.12.188 as being a snort alerted port
scanner and 172.16.1.102 as being a snort detected scan target.
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Using just snort, we see that its rule set matches against one collection of packets in
Wireshark. Snort views these packets as matching a TCP port sweep with an SID of 122:3:0.
You can learn more about snort rules using the URL http://snort.org/search (this is
particularly useful if you have the rule SID!).
Obviously, we can also use p0f here to build up a sound estimate on the type of operating
system that both ends of a connection are using.
We’ll tag (in some way or other) the IP address 216.183.12.188 as being a snort alerted port
scanner and 172.16.1.102 as being a snort detected scan target.

Snort
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Link Layer

$ tshark -Tfields -e eth.addr -n -r snort.log |sort -u
00:e0:1e:60:70:40 (Cisco Systems Inc.)
08:00:20:f6:d3:58 (Sun Microsystems Inc.)
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Here we are working with the TCP/IP (5 layer) networking model.
tshark is also part of the suite of Wireshark command line tools (have a look at http://
network-forensics.blogspot.com/2010/02/sans-forensics-puzzle-3-anns-appletv.html to
learn more about what you can do with tshark).
Here we discover that there are only two devices present at the link layer on the wire where
we are collecting this network data.
We’ve used http://www.coffer.com/mac_find to determine whom are device Vendors are
here.
Examination of the link and internet layers allows us to deduce that each mac address is
associated with many ip addresses. This leads us to suspect that maybe we’ve a cisco switch
(with port mirroring enabled?) and a virtual machine farm running on a Sun server?
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Here we are working with the TCP/IP (5 layer) networking model.
tshark is also part of the suite of Wireshark command line tools (have a look at http://
network-forensics.blogspot.com/2010/02/sans-forensics-puzzle-3-anns-appletv.html to
learn more about what you can do with tshark).
Here we discover that there are only two devices present at the link layer on the wire where
we are collecting this network data.
We’ve used http://www.coffer.com/mac_find to determine whom are device Vendors are
here.
Examination of the link and internet layers allows us to deduce that each mac address is
associated with many ip addresses. This leads us to suspect that maybe we’ve a cisco switch
(with port mirroring enabled?) and a virtual machine farm running on a Sun server?

Internet Layer
$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
..
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Counting the number of distinct IP stacks helps you to estimate the existence of devices that
my otherwise be hidden.

Internet Layer
$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
..

scapy can be helpful here..
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$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
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Counting the number of distinct IP stacks helps you to estimate the existence of devices that
my otherwise be hidden.

Internet Layer
$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
..

scapy can be helpful here..

pkts = rdpcap(“server.log”)
[ p for p in pkts if IP in p and p[IP].src == ‘172.16.1.102’ ]
[ p.sprintf(“%IP.src% %IP.dst%”) for p in pkts if IP in p ]
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Counting the number of distinct IP stacks helps you to estimate the existence of devices that
my otherwise be hidden.

Internet Layer
$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
..

scapy can be helpful here..

pkts = rdpcap(“server.log”)
[ p for p in pkts if IP in p and p[IP].src == ‘172.16.1.102’ ]
[ p.sprintf(“%IP.src% %IP.dst%”) for p in pkts if IP in p ]
pkts.conversations(type=”png”, target=”> conversation.png”)
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Counting the number of distinct IP stacks helps you to estimate the existence of devices that
my otherwise be hidden.

Internet Layer
$ tshark -Tfields -e ip.src -e ip.dst -n -r snort.log | sort -u
..

scapy can be helpful here..

pkts = rdpcap(“server.log”)
[ p for p in pkts if IP in p and p[IP].src == ‘172.16.1.102’ ]
[ p.sprintf(“%IP.src% %IP.dst%”) for p in pkts if IP in p ]
pkts.conversations(type=”png”, target=”> conversation.png”)
pkts.plot(lambda x: x.id)
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Counting the number of distinct IP stacks helps you to estimate the existence of devices that
my otherwise be hidden.

IP Address Analysis
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If we are to use blacklisting information, then as this information is time dependent, you
should also record the date/time at which you performed the lookups along with screenshots
to validate what you’ve seen.
Using Spamhaus to identify blacklisted IP addresses is an acceptable thing to do. They are a
number of other sites that are also acceptable (eg. https://zeustracker.abuse.ch/).

IP Address Analysis
whois does not allow you to determine
country code for an IP address
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If we are to use blacklisting information, then as this information is time dependent, you
should also record the date/time at which you performed the lookups along with screenshots
to validate what you’ve seen.
Using Spamhaus to identify blacklisted IP addresses is an acceptable thing to do. They are a
number of other sites that are also acceptable (eg. https://zeustracker.abuse.ch/).

IP Address Analysis
whois does not allow you to determine
country code for an IP address
Need to first locate the ASN number and
then you can gain the country code
sites such as Geoip are acceptable
sites such as Team Cymru’s IP to ASN
service are acceptable
With internet, always be wary of sites origin!!
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If we are to use blacklisting information, then as this information is time dependent, you
should also record the date/time at which you performed the lookups along with screenshots
to validate what you’ve seen.
Using Spamhaus to identify blacklisted IP addresses is an acceptable thing to do. They are a
number of other sites that are also acceptable (eg. https://zeustracker.abuse.ch/).

IP Address Analysis
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IP Address Analysis
Wireshark statistical analysis tells us that
most packets involve:
64.224.118.115
172.16.1.102
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IP Address Analysis
Wireshark statistical analysis tells us that
most packets involve:
64.224.118.115
172.16.1.102
For the rest of this lecture, we’ll just analyse
this network data
Need strategies for reducing the amount of
data we’re trying to examine!
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Transport Layer
$ tshark -R “ip.addr == 64.224.118.115 or ip.addr == 172.16.1.102” -n -r snort.log
1
0.000000
2
0.001641
3
0.062577
Len=0
10 92.141629
11 92.143317
12 92.203971
Len=0
..

64.224.118.115 -> 172.16.1.102 IRC Response
172.16.1.102 -> 64.224.118.115 IRC Request
64.224.118.115 -> 172.16.1.102 TCP 6667 > 34560 [ACK] Seq=27 Ack=26 Win=7300
64.224.118.115 -> 172.16.1.102 IRC Response
172.16.1.102 -> 64.224.118.115 IRC Request
64.224.118.115 -> 172.16.1.102 TCP 6667 > 34560 [ACK] Seq=53 Ack=51 Win=7300

$ tshark -R “ip.addr == 64.224.118.115” -Tfields -e “tcp.port” -n -r snort.log | sort -u
113
34560
37074
3845
6667
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Best using Wireshark’s TCP flow graph to analyse this layer in detail.
SYN packets indicate potential incoming connections. If these SYN’s do not have matching
SYN+ACK’s, then packet target is not engaging in the 3-way handshake (ie. we may have a
dumb/noisy client or we’ve got some network reconnaissance going on).

Transport Layer
$ tshark -R “ip.addr == 172.16.1.102” -Tfields -e “tcp.port” -n -r snort.log | sort -u
1080
111
113
1131
21
27221
27374
3001
3370
3412
34560
3662
37074
3733
3845
3846
4399
4906
53
6667
80
975
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Best using Wireshark’s TCP flow graph to analyse this layer in detail.
SYN packets indicate potential incoming connections. If these SYN’s do not have matching
SYN+ACK’s, then packet target is not engaging in the 3-way handshake (ie. we may have a
dumb/noisy client or we’ve got some network reconnaissance going on).

Transport Layer
$ tshark -R “ip.addr == 172.16.1.102” -Tfields -e “udp.port” -n -r snort.log | sort -u
111
18202
32775
902
903
904
905
906
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Best using Wireshark’s TCP flow graph to analyse this layer in detail.
SYN packets indicate potential incoming connections. If these SYN’s do not have matching
SYN+ACK’s, then packet target is not engaging in the 3-way handshake (ie. we may have a
dumb/noisy client or we’ve got some network reconnaissance going on).

Application Layer
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streams here, at least in part, performs a similar role to following TCP streams in Wireshark.
To learn more about streams look at http://src.carnivore.it/streams/about. Building streams
on an Ubuntu box means:
sudo apt-get install libtool libpcap-dev
git clone git://git.carnivore.it/streams.git
cd streams
autoreconf -vi
./configure --with-libreadline-includes=/usr/include/readline
make
sudo make install # <= installs in /opt/streams/bin

Application Layer
$ /opt/streams/bin/streams
streams> analyze snort.log
file processed, 144 streams (18 non-empty and complete).
streams> list
..
127:
80482.218580
80488.385281 172.16.1.105:21 > 217.0.80.154:3665 (109 bytes)
129:
80482.429894
80488.418293 217.0.80.154:3668 > 172.16.1.108:21 (16 bytes)
130:
80482.433417
80488.420427 172.16.1.108:21 > 217.0.80.154:3668 (107 bytes)
streams> ext hexdump -C
streams> pipe 90
00000000 80 00 00 28 43 76 ba 1b 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 |...(Cv..........|
00000010 00 01 86 a0 00 00 00 02 00 00 00 04 00 00 00 00 |................|
00000020 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
|............|
0000002c
streams> bpf ip addr 172.16.1.102
file processed, 144 streams (18 non-empty and complete).
streams> list
..
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streams here, at least in part, performs a similar role to following TCP streams in Wireshark.
To learn more about streams look at http://src.carnivore.it/streams/about. Building streams
on an Ubuntu box means:
sudo apt-get install libtool libpcap-dev
git clone git://git.carnivore.it/streams.git
cd streams
autoreconf -vi
./configure --with-libreadline-includes=/usr/include/readline
make
sudo make install # <= installs in /opt/streams/bin

TCP Port Scans
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Wireshark’s TCP flowgraph is a great help here.

TCP Port Scans
Determining if a service runs on a given port
and IP address requires you to:
determine direction of connection (look for
SYN packets)
determine if connection occurred (look for
TCP 3-way handshakes belonging to same
IP session)
determine connection application layer
protocol (examine packet contents)
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Wireshark’s TCP flowgraph is a great help here.

TCP Port Scans

Port 80 is closed and is not behind a firewall
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Only by inspecting the stream data, will we now determine the type of service that is running
on that port (using /etc/services to determine the service only provides a first
approximation!).

TCP Port Scans

Port 21 is open
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Only by inspecting the stream data, will we now determine the type of service that is running
on that port (using /etc/services to determine the service only provides a first
approximation!).

Port and Version Analysis
Sites such as http://isc.sans.edu/top10.html
allow current and past port scanning
activities to be objectively checked
Sites such as http://cvedetails.com allow
vulnerabilities (per vendor or product) to be
listed
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